VALENTIN GORANKO

Refutation Systems
in Modal Logic

Abstract.
Complete deductive systems are constructed for the non-valid (refutable)
formulae and sequents of some propositional modal logics. Thus, complete syntactic characterizations in the sense of Lukasiewicz are established for these logics and, in particular,
purely syntactic decision procedures for them are obtained. The paper also contains some
historical remarks and a general discussion on refutation systems.

Introduction: historical remarks
Formal logic traditionally deals with deductive systems for inference of statements valid according to certain semantics, and is not involved in the inference of the non-valid ones. As Lukasiewicz points out in [9], out of the two
intellectual acts - acceptance and rejection of a statement, the latter one
has been neglected in the modern formal logic. This neglect seems strange,
moreover because the father of the formal logic, Aristotle, already noticed
the importance of the systematic rejection of non-valid arguments. He realized that, in order to show that a syllogism was not universally valid, it
was not necessary to construct a "refuting model", i.e. an example where
the syllogism produces an obviously false conclusion from true premises.
Instead, it was enough to infer that syllogism from others, the validity or
non-validity of which had already been established, applying certain rules
of inference. The typical rule used by Aristotle for that purpose was the
so called "modus tollens": If A implies B, and B is rejected, then A is rejected too. Thus, he established a sort of deductive system for rejection of
non-valid syllogisms. We shall call deductive systems which infer refutable
statements instead of valid ones refutation systems. The statements which
are inferred, Le. provably refutable in such a system will be called rejected
statements.
The history of refutation systems, unlike the history of the "orthodox"
ones, according to the author's knowledge, is rather short and scanty. Lukasiewicz in [9], raising the general problem of the formal deduction of the nonvalid statements of a given theory, suggested a complete refutation system
for the non-valid classical propositions. The system is a very natural one:
the only axiom is "p is rejected" where p is a fixed propositional variable,
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and there are two rules: the above mentioned modus tollens and "inverse
substitution": if a substitution instance of a formula A is rejected then A
itself is rejected. Further, Lukasiewicz pointed out that Aristotle's refutation
system was incomplete. He added two additional non-valid syllogisms and
showed that the obtained system could reject every non-valid syllogism, but
not every non-valid meaningful expression in the language of the syllogistic.
Moreover, Slupecki (see [9]) showed that no finite number of axioms added
to Lukasiewicz's two rules would suffice for that purpose. He then invented
a particular rule which did the job. Slupecki, Bryll, Wybraniec-Skardowska
and others from Slupecki's school developed a general theory, in Tarski's
style, of rejected propositions and investigated in detail the properties of
the corresponding consequence relation (see [17] ,[18]) . Also, Slupecki and
Bryll [16] constructed a complete refutation system for the propositional
modal logic S5, and Bryll and Maduch [2] proposed refutation axioms for
Lukasiewicz's many-valued logics.
Besides his work on refutable syllogisms and classical propositions Lukasiewicz tried to axiomatize the intuitionistically refutable propositions (see
[8]). He conjectured that a complete deductive system for them could be obtained if the classical refutation system was extended with the "disjunction
rule": if A is rejected and B is rejected then A V B is rejected (a contraposition of the disjunction property of the intuitionistic logic: if A V B is
intuitionistically valid then either A or B is intuitionistically valid). Later
on, Kreisel and Putnam ([7]) refuted Lukasiewicz's conjecture, producing an
example of a proper extension of the intuitionistic logic in which the disjunction property holds and thus no tautology of this extension which is not
a tautology of the intuitionistic logic could be rejected by the system proposed by Lukasiewicz. In 1957 D. Scott [10] proposed an infinite family of
non-structural rules which, added to Lukasiewicz's classical refutation system, yielded a complete refutation system for the intuitionistic logic INT.
Recently this result has been essentially improved by Skura [12] who introduced an infinite family of structural rules and thus obtained a complete
refutation system in Hilbert style for INT. A closely related system, but
based on semantic tableaux was introduced by Dutkiewicz [3]. Other results
on refutation systems, including such a system for the propositional fragment
of Lesniewski's ontology, are due to a group of Japanese logicians including
Inoue, Ishimoto and Kobayashi ([5], [6]). Skura in [13] has introduced a
general method for construction of a sort of refutation systems for equivalentiallogics, and in [14] he has discussed decision procedures rendered by
refutation systems.
The purpose of the present paper is to introduce refutation systems for
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some propositional modal logics and to illustrate general methods for proving
completeness of such refutation systems, based on suitable semantic characterization. In section 1 sentential refutation systems are proposed for K, T,
K4, KW (the logic of provability in PA), S4Grz and others. In section 2
sequential refutation systems are introduced for the classical propositional
calculus and for some modal logics including K and KW.
Hereafter, by modal logic we shall mean a propositional normal modal
logic, i.e. an axiomatic extension of the minimal normal logic K. All background in modal logic, necessary for this paper can be found in the initial
chapters of [1], [4] or [11].

1.

Sentential refutation systems

A formal theory can be characterized syntactically, by means of certain deductive system, as the set of derivable (provable) formulae, or semantically,
by means of a certain class of models and a notion of validity in them, as the
set of all valid formulae. Accordingly, there are (at least) two ways to define
"refutable" formulae of a theory: syntactically - those which are unprovable in the corresponding deductive system, or semantically - those which
are not valid, i.e. are refuted in some model. When the deductive system
for the theory is complete for the given semantics, the two ways give rise to
the same notion of refutable formula. As the modal systems considered in
the paper will be introduced syntactically, refutable will mean unprovable.
As all of them are complete with respect to their Kripke semantics, refutable
will also mean non-valid in this semantics. Thus, henceforth we shall use
the notion "refutable" without specifying whether we mean its syntactic or
semantic version.
The propositionallanguage £ , which we deal with, consists of a countable set of propositional variables P and the logical symbols T, 1., /\, V, -',---+
and O. <> is introduced as <> = -.0-.. The modal depth of a formula is
defined as the maximal length of a chain of nested modalities occurring in
the formula. The formulae with depth 0 (Le. not containing modalities)
are called O-free. We shall use the sign If- to denote validity at the root of
a generated model, while 1= will denote the usual validity Le. (F, V) If- <p
means (F, V) 1= <p[r(F)] where r(F) is the root of the frame F. Hereafter,
by A we shall denote an arbitrary O-free formula.
DEFINITION. A (sentential) refutation system is every pair consisting of a
set of axioms of the kind -1 <p and a set of refutation rules for inference of
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the kind

I- <PI, ... , I- <Pk, -l 1/Jl, ... , -l 1/Jn
-l1/J

DEFINITION. Let S be a propositional (not necessarily modal) logic in the
language £ , specified by some axiomatization of its tautologies.

1. A refutation system for S is a refutation system R in which I- f} is
interpreted as "f} is provable in S" or "f} is a tautology of S" and -l ()
is interpreted as "() is refutable in (or rejected by) S".

2. Let R be a refutation system for S. An inference in R is every finite
sequence of formulae ao, ... ,an, such that every ai, is either an axiom
of R or is obtained from ao, ... , ai-I, the axioms of R and the tautologies of S, accordingly applying some refutation rule of R. The last
formula a of every inference in R is called S-rejected by R formula,
denoted S -lR a. When the refutation system is fixed we only write
S -l a.

3. A refutation system R is correct for S if only non-tautologies of S
are S-rejected by R. We call a refutation system R complete for S in
sense of Lukasiewicz or L-complete for S for short (L-decidable in [3]
and [16]) if for every formula <p, exactly one of SI- <p and S -l <p holds.
Note, that the same refutation system Can be attached to different logics.
Moreover, it can be correct and even complete for more than one logic, since
each logic carries its own interpretation of the inference operator 1-, and
different operators I- applied to the same refutation system generate different
sets of rejected formulae.
Here is the refutation system CPC* for the classical propositional calculus, essentially introduced by Lukasiewicz:

Axiom:

F: -l 1.;
Rules:
-l ~~) for any uniform substitution

reverse substitution RS:
modus tollens MT: I- <P

:t~ -l p

-+

(J,
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Obviously, the system CPC* is correct for every consistent modal logic,
Le. it rejects only formulae that are non-valid in the logic. Moreover, the
following holds:
1.1. The systems CPC* is L-complete for (and only for) the twO'
maximal normal modal logics: K + 01- and K + p oH Dp.

THEOREM

{This result corresponds to the fact that CPC* , considered in the classical propositional language, is L-complete for (and only for) the classical
logic, as shown by Lukasiewicz [9].)
We inductively define two translations,
formulae into D-free formulae, as follows:
PROOF.

(q)'

= (q)" = q,

(.<p)'
(<p

0

(D<p)'

<p'

0

and

If,

of the modal

if q is T, 1- or a propositional variable;

.<p', (.<p)"

1/J)' =

I

1/J' ,

= .<p";

(<p

0

1/J)" =

<p"

0

1/J", where 0 is

A, V or ~;

T,(D<p)"= <p".

Since K+ 01- f- DO oH T for any 0, then (using the theorem of equivalent
replacement) K + 01- f- <p oH <p'. Likewise K + p oH Dp f- <p oH <p".
Now, if K + 01- If <p then K + 01- If <p' hence CPC If <p' (every consistent classical modal logic is a conservative extension of CPC) and therefore
CPC -l <p' by completeness of CPC* . Moreover, K + 01- -l <p' whence
K + 01- -l <p, by MT. By the same argument, if K + p oH Dp If <p then
K + p oH Dp -l <po
Now let L be any normal modal logic. L is contained in a maximal one,
say in K+D1-, hence CPC* applied to L, will only derive refutable formulae
for K + 01-, but no tautologies of K + 01- refutable in L. Therefore CPC*
is complete only for the two maximal normal modal logics.

.1

Now we shall illustrate two more general methods for proving L-complete··
ness. The first one (see the proof of Theorem 1.2 below) is syntactic, based
on some uniform presentation of the formulas, and is suitable for particular
cases. A similar idea is used in [16] where an L-complete system for S5
is presented. The second method (Theorem 1.3) is semantic and is applicable in a more general situation. Its idea is close to the approach in [12]
(where an L-complete system for the intuitionistic calculus is given), but
uses Kripke semantics rather than an algebraic one. Both methods however,
are essentially based on suitable semantic characterizations of the logics under consideration. Other approaches, using semantic tableaux are followed
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in [3] and [6].
THEOREM

1.2.

1) The system CPC* extended with the axiom
-j
-j

-j

<>T and the rule

A, -j 'Ij; V 01 , ... , -j 'Ij; V Ok
A V DOl V ... V OOk V <>'Ij;

is L-complete for the logic K.

2) The system CPC* extended with the axiom

-j

<>T and the rule

-l A, -j <>'Ij; V 'Ij; V 01 , ... , -j <>'Ij; V 'Ij; V Ok
-j A V DOl V ... V OOk V <>'Ij;

= K + O(Op -+ p) -+ Op.

is L-complete for the logic KW
PROOF.

First we define a normal modal form (NMF for short):

i) every O-free formula is in NMF;

ii) every conjunction of formulae of the kind A V 001 V ... V OOk V <>'Ij; or
A V <>'Ij;, where A is O-free and 'Ij; and O's are in NMF, is itself in NMF.
One can prove by an easy induction on the depth of formulae that for
every formula <pthere exists a formula 0 in NMF such that K I- 'P +-+ O.
Now we start with 2). The proof is hung on the fact that KW is complete
with respect to all finite irreflexive transitive tree-like frames, or KW-trees,
for short (see [11]). Let us give an exact definition:
i) Every frame ofthe kind To = ({x}, 0) is a KW-tree with a root r(To) =
x and a length I(To) = O. We call such trees trivial; they will be freely
identified with their roots.

ii) Let Tb"" Tk be disjoint KW-trees, Ti = (Wi, Ri) for i = 1, ... , k,
with corresponding roots Xb"" Xk and let X not belong to any of
T l , •.• ,Tk' Then the frame
T

k

k

k

i=l

i=l

i=l

= (XiTl ... ,Tk) = ({x} u U Wi, U Ri U {(x,y)/y E U Wi})

is a KW-tree with a root r(T)
... , l(Tk)) + 1.

=x

and a length leT)

= max(l(Tl ), .
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The elements of a tree will be called nodes. Every node x in a tree T
appears there as a root of a smaller tree, called a 8ubtree of T generated by
x, denoted here T Ix. Leaves of a tree are those nodes which generate trivial
subtrees.
KW l/ OT since OT is not valid in a trivial KW-tree, and it is easy to
see that the rule RKW is correct for KW. Indeed, if KW l/ A and for some
disjoint trees Tb . .. ,Tk,

we can construct a KW-tree x(Tt, ... , Tk) and an appropriate valuation V
in it so that

Now, to every KW-unprovable formula <p we can attach a natural number l( <p) which is the least length of a KW-tree in which <p is refutable.
Clearly, <p will be refuted at the root of such a tree.
For every such <p, we shall prove by induction on l( <p) that
KW., <po
i) Let l( <p) = O. Then for some valuation in the trivial tree To, (To, V) If-'<p, hence for an appropriate substitution (J' which replaces all variables
by T or .1 according to V, To
-,(J'( <p). Then 0.1 -l- -,a( <p) is valid
in all KW-trees since 0.1 is satisfied only at the leaves. So, KW fa( <p) -l- 0 T. Thus KW ., (J'( <p) by 0.1 and MT, hence KW ., <p by
RS.

ii) Let 1(<p) = n + 1 and for all KW-unprovable (} such that 1«(})

~

n,

KW ., (} holds. We can assume that <p is equivalent to some conjunction 01/\· .. /\ Om in NMF. Then for some i, KW l/ Oi and l( Oi) ~ n +1.
a) bi = A V 0'IjJ. KW f- bi

-l-

(A V OT) and KW ., ,\ V OT since

K f- ..,a(A) for some suitable substitution a. Thus KW ., Oi.
b) bi = A V Ofh V··· V 08k V 0'IjJ. Let for some KW-tree T, with
leT) ~ n + 1,
{T, V} If- ...,bi, i.e. (T, V) If- -'A/\ 0-'(}1/\ ... /\ O..,(h /\ 0-,'IjJ

hence (T, V) If- ...,A /\ 0...,81 /\ ... /\ O"'(}k /\ O-,t/J /\ oo-,t/J by the transitivity of the KW-trees. Then (T, V) If- -,A and for some subtrees
Tb ... , Tk, (Tj, V) If- O-,t/J /\ -'t/J /\ "'(}j, for j = 1, ... , k. Then KW ., A
and KW ., Ot/J V 'IjJ V OJ, since l(Tj) ~ n, j = 1, ... , k. Now, applying
the rule RKW we get KW ., bi. The induction is completed.
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1) is proved much in the same way, using the fact that K is complete
with respect to all finite irreflexive intransitive trees (see [11]).
•
THEOREM

1.3.

1) CPC* extended with the rule

-1'x, -11jJ V (It, ... , -11jJ V fh
. -1 ,x V 091 V ... V 09k V O((,x V 091 V ... V ofh) 1\ 1jJ)

R T'

is L-complete for the logic T.
2) CPC* extended with the rule

R'
S4Grz'

-1 A, -1 01jJ V 91, ... , -1 01jJ V 9k
-1 A V 091 V ... V OOk V O((A V DOl V ... V OOk) 1\ 1jJ)

is L-complete for the logic 84Grz

= 84 + o(o(p -+ op) -+ p) -+ p.

3) CPC* extended with the axiom -1 OT and the rule

R

. -1 A, -1 01jJ V 1jJ V 9
-1 AV DO V 01jJ

K4.3W·

is L-complete for the logic K4.3W = KW
o(Oq 1\ q -+ p).

+

O(Op 1\ P

-+

q) V

4) CPC* extended with the rule
R

.
S4.3Grz .

-1 A, -1 01jJ V 0
-1 ,x V DO V 0(( A V 09) 1\ 1jJ)

is L-complete for the logic 84.3Grz = 84.Grz +O(Op
p).

-+

q) Vo(Oq

-+

5) CPC* extended with the rule

R
is L-complete for the logic K

. -1'x, -10

c . -1

V DO

+ Op HOp.

6) CPC* extended with the axiom -1 OT and the rule Rc is L-complete
for the logic K + Op -+ Op.
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We shall prove in detail the most difficult case.

2) S4Grz is complete with respect to all finite reflexive and transitive
trees (called within this proof simply trees), defined similarly to the KWtrees.
Let T :::: (W, R) be an arbitrarily fixed tree with a set of nodes W ::::
{XI, ... , x n }. We attach to these nodes different propositional variables
q( Xl), ... , q( xn) or for short qI, ... , qn' This set will be referred to as var(T).
A valuation V in the tree T will be called suitable if for every Xi E T 1
V (qi) :::: {xt}. If V is a valuation in T, we may also consider it (its restriction) as a valuation in any subtree of T.
Let X(Xi) qi A I\{.qj/qy E var(T),j f: i}.
Now we shall successively define for every subtree S of T formulae !.ps
and 1/Js as follows:
If S is a leaf, S
Let S

= ({ xd, {(Xi, Xi)}), put 1/Js = !.pS

= (y; SI, ... , Sd,

r(Sl)

X( Xi) A DX( Xi).

= y1, ... , r(Sk) = Yk and suppose !.pSl'···' !.pSk'

1/JS1' . . . , 1/Jsk are already defined. Then put

and

!.ps

= 1/Js V !.pSl V ... V !.pSI;'

Informally speaking, 1/Js is characteristic for the root of S while !.pS is char-·
acteristic for the whole S. Let us make some observations.
1. For every subtree S of T, S4Grz f- 1/Js -+ D!.ps. Induction on the
construction of the subtrees: for leaves this is clear. Let for S1, ... , Sk the
above hold and S = (y; SI, ... , Sk). Denote

Then in S4Grz

1/Js = as A D( as V f3s) f- D( as V f3s) f- D( as V f3s) A DD( as V f3s) fD(as V f3s) A D(as V f3s)) f- D((as A D(as V f3s)) V (f3s A D(as V f3s))) fD(1/Js V f3s)

= D!.ps·

2. If S' and S" are different sllbtrees of T then 'ljJSI A 'ljJSfl is not satisfiable
since X( r( Sf)) A x( r( S")) is not.
3. If Sf! is a sllbtree of S' then S4Grz f- 'ljJSI -+ <>'ljJSII. For immediate
subtrees this is obvious. Now, suppose that Qf! is an immediate subtree o:f
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Q' and Q' is an immediate subtree of Q. Then S4Grz I- 1/JQ

01/JQI and
S4Grz I- 1/JQ ---* 01/JQII. Then S4Grz I- 01/JQI ---* o 01/JQ 11 , hence S4Grz I1/JQI ---* 001/JQII , so S4Grz I- 1/JQ ---* 01/JQ" since S4Grz I- 000 ---* 00.
---*

4. An induction on subtrees shows simultaneously
S4Grz I- 'Ps

---*

V 1/Js/x

and S4Grz I- 1/Js

---* 0

xES

rV 1/Js/x].

LES

5. It easily follows from 2 and 4 that, if S" is not a subtree of S', then
S4Grz I-1/JSI ---* D.1/JslI.
LEMMA

1.3.1. S4Grz -l -'1/JT for every tree T.

PROOF.
Let T be fixed. We shall prove that for every subtree S of T,
S4Grz -l -'1/Js. The proof is inductive on the construction of S. If S is the
leaf Xi then for an appropriate substitution a (replacing qi by T and all other
variables by l.),a(1/Js) is equivalent to T. Now, let S = (r(S);SI,,,,,Sk)
and suppose that for all immediate sub trees SI, ... , Sk of S:

(1) S4Grz -l -,1/JSi' Then:

(2) S4Grz I- (1/JSi

---*

D'PsJ

---*

(3) S4Grz I- (1/Jsi ---* -, 0 'PSi )
(4) S4Grz -l1/Jsi ---* -,D'Psi
Denote 1/J

= -''Ps

1 "

••• "

«1/Jsi

---*

---*

.D'PsJ

---*

.1/JSi

-'1/JsJ

( classical
tautology)

(by 1., (2) and MP)
(by (3), (1) and MT)

-''Psk • Then:

(normal modal tautology)
(5) S4Grz I- 01/J ---* O-''PSi
(6) S4Grz I- (1/Jsi ---* 01/J) ---* (1/Jsi ---* O-''Ps;)
(by (5»
(by (4), (6) and
(7) S4Grz -l1/JSi ---* 01/J, Le. S4Grz -l -,1/JSi V 01/J
MT)
Denote A = -'x(r(S» and Oi

= -,1/JSi' i = 1, ... , k. Then:

(8) S4Grz -l A V DOl V .. · V DOk V O«A V 001 V .. · V DOk)" 1/J) (by (7)
and Rs 4Grz )

Thus, S4Grz -l -'1/Js. The lemma is proved.

•

(In fact, (T, V) 11-1/JT for every suitable valuation V.)
1.3.2 For any trees Sand T and a valuation V in S, if (S, V) II--1/JT
then there exist valuations V' in S and V" in T such that:

LEMMA
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i) V' coincides with V over var(T);
ii) V" is suitable for T;
iii) there exists a p-morphism f from (S, V') onto (T, V").
PROOF. Define V' and V" as follows: V'(qi)
V(qi) and V"(qi) = {Xi}
for all qi E var(T); V'(p) = V"(p) = 0 for all other variables.

Now, let (S, V) 11- '!/JT and hence (S, V') 11- '!/JT. Then, by 4, for every
u E S, (Sju, V') 11'!/JT/x hence (S/u, V') 11- '!/JT/x for some X E T. This

V

xET

x is unique by 2; denote it by f( u). We shall prove that f : S - t T, thus
defined, is the desired p-morphism. Let the relations in Sand T be Rs and
RT respectively.
if uRsv then (S/u, V') II-'!/JT/f(u) 1\ <>'!/JT/f(v) which is possible only if
f(u)RTf(v), by 5.
if f(u)RTY then S4Grz I-'!/JT/f(u)
Hence (Sju, V') 11- 01f;T/y Le.
(S/v, V') II-'!/JT/y, so f(v) = y.
-

-

f

<>'!/JT/y by 3.

there exists v E S such that uRsv and

for every x ET, S4Grz I- '!/JT

Therefore

-t

-t

<>'!/JT/x, hence (S, V') 11- <>'!/JT/x'

is onto.

finally, for every variable p, f-l(V"(p)) = V'(p).

III

If (T, V) 11- .0 then there exists a substitution er such that
S4Grz I- er( 0) - t .'!/JT.

LEMMA

1.3.3.

PROO F .
Let PI?"" Pm be the variables occurring in O. We may regard {PI?" ,Pm} and var(T) disjoint and hence V suitable. Define er on
PI, ... , Pm as follows:

All other variables are preserved by er. Then for all Pi, V(er(pi»
Hence

= V(pi)'

(T, V) 11- .er(0).
Now, suppose S4Grz If er( 0) - t .'!/JT' Then there exists a tree-mod,el
(S, Vi) such that (S, Vi) 11- er(O) 1\ '!/JT. By lemma 1.3.2 we can harmlessly
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change VI into some V' and find a suitable valuation V" in T such that
(8, V') If- 0'(0) 1\ 1f;T and there exists a p-morphism onto (8, V') ---+ (T, V").
Then, according to Segerberg's theorem for the p-morphism, (T, V") If- 0'(0).
But V and V" coincide over 0'(0), hence (T, V) If- 0'(0) which contradicts (*) .

•

Now we turn to the main proof. By an easy semantic argument one can
see that the rule RS 4 Grz (and hence the whole system) is correct for S4Grz
(for a hint, go back to the proof of Lemma 1.3.1).
To prove L-completeness, let S4Grz If e. Then (T, V) If- ..,e for some
tree-modeL Hence, by lemma 1.3.3, for some substitution 0', S4Grz fO'(e) ---+ ..,1f;T. By lemma 1.3.1 S4Grz -i ..,1f;T, hence S4Grz -i O'(e) by MT.
Therefore S4Grz -i e by RS.
All other statements of the theorem are proved much in the same way,
but more easily. They are respectively based on the following facts (cf. [11]):
1) T is complete with respect to all finite reflexive intransitive trees.
3) K4.3W is complete with respect to all finite irreflexive (strict) linear
orderings. (It is also the logic of (N, ».)
4) S4.3Grz is complete with respect to all finite linear orderings. (It is
also the logic of (N, ~).)
5) K + <>p ...... Dp is complete with respect to all finite intransitive chains
in which only the last element is reflexive. (It is also the logic of
the infinite irreflexive intransitive chain (N, 8) where 8 is the relation
"next": x8y iff y = x + 1.)
6) K + <>p ---+ Dp is complete with respect to all finite irreflexive intransitive chains.
•
REMARKS:

1. It is curious that the rule -i D<p / -i <p, which is admissible for all
normal modal logics, turned out redundant in all systems considered here.
2. In all considered systems the rule RS can be specified (as it can be seen
from the proofs) as follows: it is enough to admit only D-free substitutions,
i.e. such that every variable is substituted by a D-free formula.
3. In fact some of the above introduced rules are rather rule schemata,
since every number k yields a rule R(k). One can be easily persuaded
that these schemata cannot be restricted to any fixed k. For instance, take
RK. An easy induction on the -i-inference shows that if we restrict RK
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to some R( k) then all K-t-deducible formulae would be refuted in trees in
which every node has no more than k branches. But then the K-unprovable
formula Altn = (<>Pl A ... A <>Pn) - t
<>(Pi A pj) for any n > k will remain

V

i::j:j

K-t-unprovable, too.
In [15] Skura proposes another, structural rule for 84Gl'z, obtained using the G5del translation between this logic and INT. He also gives a rather
complicated rule for S4. We shall finish this section with another refutation
system for S4, employing a strengthened version of the refutation rule for
S5 introduced in [16] and a complicated version of R84Grz. Still, it seems
a bit more visible than the rule suggested in [15].
THEOREM

1.4. The system CPC* extended with the rules

R1

-1 AV Aa, ... , -1 A V· Am
84 .
-1 Aa V <> AV A8'
.

and

R2

84 .

(where: AC!I

<>'I/J V (h, ... , -1 <>1jJ V Ok
<>«(Aa A··· A Am) V A8' V e~) A 'I/J)

-1 (AD A .•• A Am) V AC!I,

•

-1 Aa V

=

DAa

A8' V e~
V .•• V

V

DAm, e~

-j

=

001 V .•• V

DOk; m both rules

A, Aa, ... , Am are D-free) is L-complete for the logic 84.
PROOF.
(Detailed sketch): The proof is a modification of that for
84Grz. First we shall present the semantic characterization of 84, employed here.
A quasi-ordered set (W, R) will be called a cluster-tree if the quotientset W / RN, with the induced partial ordering, is a reflexive and transitive
tree, where R~ is the equivalence relation generated by R, Le. xRNy iff
xRy and yRx. Length of the cluster-tree is the length of the corresponding quotient-tree. Informally, a cluster-tree is a reflexive and transitive
tree in which the nodes are replaced by sets (cluster-nodes) in which every
two elements are R-accessible from each other. Accordingly are introduced
the notions of cluster-root, cluster leaf and cluster-subtree of a cluster--tree.
(A; Tt, . .. , Tn) will mean a cluster-tree with a cluster-root A and immediate
cluster-subtrees Tb' .. , Tn·

1.4.0.
cluster-trees.

LEMMA

84 is sound and complete with respect to the class of finite
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It is well-known that S4 is characterized by
the class of finite quasi-orderings. Let S4if <po Then <p is refuted at a point x
of some finite quasi-ordered frame F = (W, R) under some valuation V. We
may regard F to be generated by x, i.e. xRy holds for every YEW, otherwise
we consider the subframe of F generated by x. Thus F has a least cluster
containing x. Therefore the corresponding quotient-tree F'" = (W"', ~),
where W'" = W / R- and ~ is the partial ordering in W'" generated by R,
has a least element x"'. We shall show that F'" is a p-morphic image of a
finite reflexive and transitive tree. We set U to be the set of all <-chains
in W'" starting from x"'. If Cl, C2 E U we say that Cl -< C2 if Cl is an
initial segment of C2. It is easy to verify that (U, -<) is a finite reflexive and
transitive tree. Now we define a mapping f : U - W'" as follows: f(c) is
the last element of the chain c. f is a p-morphism:
SKETCH OF THE PROOF.

1) If Cl

-< C2 then f(Cl)

~

f(C2)j

2) Let f(c) ~ q E W"'. If f(c) = q then for c'
c f(c) ~ f(CI) and
f( c') = q. If f( c) < q then we set c' to be the chain c with q added as
a last element. Again f(c) ~ f(c') and f(c') = q.
Moreover, f is onto since every point of W'" is a last element of a chain
starting from x'" .
Thus, f is a surjective p-morphism: (U, -<) - (W"', ~). It can be naturally uplifted to a surjective p-morphism f' : (U', -<') - (W"',~) where
U' is obtained from U by replacing each c E U by a copy of the cluster
f(c), and defining -<' to be the universal relation within each cluster, and
the relation induced by -< between the points from different clusters. Thus
(W, R) is a p-morphic image of the finite cluster-tree (U ' , -<'). Therefore,
by Segerberg's p-morphism theorem, 'P is refuted in (U ' , -<'). The lemma is
proved.
•
Hereafter we shall consider only finite cluster trees.
Let T = (W, R) be a fixed cluster-tree. As in the proof of Th.1.3.2
we attach different variables to all nodes and introduce the characteristic
formulae X. We denote by r(T) the cluster-root of T. Again, every node
x generates a cluster-sub tree T / x containing all nodes (and hence their
cluster-nodes) R-accessible from x. Note, that nodes belonging to the same
cluster-node generate the same cluster-subtree.
Now, inductively by the length of T, we shall define formulae 'lj;x, Ox, 'lj;s
and 'Ps for every node x and cluster-subtree S of T, as follows:
If S is a cluster-leaf, S

= {Yo, . .. , Ym}

then we put
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= O(X(Yo) V ... V X(Ym)) /\ <>X(Yo) /\ ... /\ <>X(Ym)i

'l/Jy = X(Y) /\ Os;
<ps

= 'l/Js = 'l/JYO V ... V 'l/JYm'

Now, let S = (r(S); Sb"" Sk) be a non-trivial cluster-subtree ofT, and
'l/JSI' ... , 'l/JSk' <PSI' ..• , <PSk be already defined. Let r( S) = Yo, •.. , Ym' Then
put
Os

= <>X(Yo) /\ .•• /\ <>X(Ym) /\ <>'l/JSI /\ ... /\ <>'l/JSk/\

° [[(X(Yo) V ... V X(Ym)) /\ <>X(Yo) /\ ... /\ <>X(Ym) /\ O'l/JSI /\ ... /\ <>'l/Jskl
V<PSl V ... V <pskl.

Now, for every Y E reS), put
'l/JY = x(y) /\ Os.

Finally,
'l/Js = 'l/JYO V ... V 'l/JYm and
<Ps = 'l/Js V <PSI V··· V i.pSk'

Thus, 'l/JY is characteristic for y, 'l/Js is characteristic for the cluster-root
of S and <Ps is characteristic for the whole S.
A few properties of these formulae, analogous to 1-5 from Th.1.3, 2),
can be established and the three lemmata from the previous proof can be
proved mutatis mutandis, whence the main prooffollows.
•
Still, it not clear how to adapt the method developed so far in order to
obtain complete refutation systems for other modal logics with more sophisticated semantic characterizations. A possible way to extend that method
would be to introduce several additional rules and impose some priority order
in their application in the system.

2.

Sequential refutation systems

An obvious drawback in the sentential refutation systems, introduced in
the previous section, is that in most cases the specific refutation rules employed in them, although semantically well-motivated, are rather unhandy
for practical purposes. Another common feature of these systems is that the
inference of the refutable formulae involves inference of the acceptable, Le.
provable ones, because of the rule MT. This makes the refutation systems
inferior to the orthodox ones (although, another point of view on that kind
of refutation systems turns this flaw into an advantage; see the concluding
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remarks). A way to abolish this inequality is to construct refutation systems for refutable sequents rather than formulae, which will be done in this
section. In [13] Skura introduces a uniform refutation system for the class
of equivalentiallogics, for sequents of the kind (r; rp). His system employs a
class of axioms describing the semantic equivalence generated by the matrix
semantics of the logic under consideration, and two rules: substitution rule
and a rule for equivalent replacement of the sort

f, a ...... (3-1rp
f(a/(3) -I rp(a/(3r
Instead, we shall follow the more natural Gentzen-style approach, at the
expense of concentrating on concrete logical systems. The author is not
aware of any refutation systems of such kind existing in the literature, even
for the classical propositional calculus.
Hereafter f, 6. will stand for finite (possibly empty) multisets of formulae and rp, 'Ij; for single formulae. r, rp will stand for f U {rp} and f, 6. for
r U 6.. By a sequent we shall mean any pair (f; 6.). We shall deal with two
syntactical types of sequents: acceptable (Le. provable or valid, depending
on the way of specifying the logic under consideration), denoted f f- 6., and
refutable (non-provable, non-valid) denoted f -16..
DEFINITION.

1. A sequential refutation system is any pair consisting of a set ofrefutable
sequents (axioms) and a set of refutation rules of the kind:

2. Let R be a sequential refutation system. An inference (refutation
inference) in R is a sequence of refutable sequents f 0 -I 6.0 , ••• , f n -I
6. n such that:

i) fo -I 6. 0 is an axiom of Rj
ii) for every i = 1, ... , n ri -I 6.i is either an obtained from ro -I
6. 0, ... , fi-l -I 6.i-l by applying some of the rules of R. The last
sequent of an inference in R is called R-rejected sequent.
DEFINITION. Let S be a propositional logic in the language I: , specified
(anyhow) by its set of tautologies.
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A{r : I E r} ~ V{15 :
..i) is a tautology of S, and is

1. A sequent (r; ~) is said to be acceptable in S if

15 E ~} (where A 0 = T and
refutable in S otherwise.

V0 =

2. A sequential refutation system for S is any sequential refutation system
in which r -l ~ is interpreted as "(r;~) is refutable in S".
3. A sequential refutation system R is correct for S if only sequents,
refutable in S, are rejected in R. R is complete for S if all sequents,
refutable in S, are rejected in R. R is L-complete for S if it is both
correct and complete.
We start with an L-complete sequential refutation system CSC., for the
classical propositional sequential calculus CSC.

Axioms:
where

r,~

r

-l~,

are disjoint finite sets of propositional variables.

Rules:

Structural:

(Contr- 1 )
(Weak-I)

r

r,cp-l~

rt1-"l1~,

-l

~,

cp

r " "1 LS, cp, cp

r,cp,cp"""1 LS'

r

-l ~tCP

r"""1

Logical:
r,cp,~ -l~

r -l ~,p
r -l ~, cp
()
rl\ r """1LS,cpl\'iji' r " "1 LS, cp 1\ 'iji

(11\ )

r,cpl\

(IV)

r,cp-l~

r,p-l~

r,cpv'iji"""1 LS'

r,cpv'iji"""1LS

(rV)

r " "1 LS, cp V '!jJ

r -l ~ ~
r,cp~"JLS'

rlP -l ~
r,cp~'iji"""1LS

(r

r

(l

~)

"""1LS

r-l~:s

(h)

r, -,cp ~

(T)

r, T"""1 LS

r-l~

~)

r -l ~, cp, 1/J

r~:s -l ~lP
,cp ~ 'ij)

r

cp-l~

(r-, )

r =rLS,-,cp

(..i)

r " "1 LS,..1

r-l~

If we allow the axioms to be pairs of disjoint multisets rather
than sets, then the structural rules become redundant.
REMARK:
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THEOREM

2.1. CSC-j is L-complete for the classical propositional calculus.

PROOF.

1. (Correctness) Obviously, if f -1

not provable in CSC. Now, for every rule F~

~

is an axiom then f I- ~ is
~~ of CSC-j we construct

1

the converse rule f2 I- ~2.

rl

F LS I

It is a routine task to show that all rules, converse to those from CSC-j, are
correct rules of CSC. Therefore if f -1 ~ is inferred in CSC-j and f I- ~
is provable in CSC, then taking the converse sequence of the refutation
inference of f -1 ~, and replacing all rules applied in it by their converses,
we eventually obtain a correct inference in CSC of some fa I- ~a, where
fa -1 ~o is an axiom of CSC-j, which contradicts to the correctness of
CSC. Thus every rejected sequent in CSC-j corresponds to a non-provable
-1-sequent in CSC.

2. (Completeness) Let f I- ~ be non-provable in CSC. Then, by completeness of CSC there is a valuation v of the set of variables var(f; ~),
occurring in (f; ~), which makes all formulae from f true and all those from
~ false. We say that v refutes (f;A). Let {pt, ... ,Pm} be the variables from
var(f; A),which are true under v, and {qt, ... , qn} be those which are false.
Obviously {p, ... ,p} n {ql,"" qn} = 0.
A (syntactic) complexity of a formula (J is the number xC (J) of the occurrences of logical symbols in (J. Complexity of a finite multiset of formulae 1:
is the sum X(1:) of complexities of the members of 1:.
We shall prove that for every sequent (f'; A') refuted by v and such that
var(f' u ~') ~ {PI, ... ,Pm, ql,··., qn}, the sequent

($)
is inferred by CSC, at that the only axiom involved in the inference is
{Pt,· .. ,Pm} -1 {ql," ., qn}.
The proof goes by induction on X(f' U ~').
If X(f' U ~') = 0 then f' and A' consist of propositional variables, hence
f' ~ {PI, ... ,Pm} and ~, ~ {qt, ... , qn}, so that (*) is rejected by applying
(Contr- 1 ) to the axiom {PI, ... ,Pm} -1 {ql,"" qn}.
Let X(f' U ~') > O. Then there is a formula (J E f' U A' with non-zero
complexity.
Let us notice that for each logical rule of CSC-j:

i) the complexity of the premise is less than that of the conclusion;
ii) all variables occurring in the premise, occur in the conclusion;
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Hi) if the conclusion is refuted by the valuation v, so is the premise, except
for the rules (rA), (IV), (I ~) where there are two versions with the
same conclusion. In them, if the conclusion is refuted by v so is the
premise in at least one of the versions.
Therefore, depending on the main logical symbol of (), we can construct
the inference of ($) out of an inference of a -l-sequent with a lesser complexity for which the inductive hypothesis holds, by an application of a
corresponding logical rule. For instance, if () = (h A ()2 and () occurs in f',
i.e. f' = f", (), then by the inductive hypothesis, f", ()l, ()2 -l D..' is rejected
by CSC+ Hence, applying (lA), f' -l D..' is rejected, too, The other cases
are dealt with analogously. This completes the induction.
In particular, f,{p}"",Pm} -l D..,{ql, ... ,qn} is rejected, whence, applying (Weak- 1 ) we obtain f -l D...
•
As in the sentential systems, it is clear that CSC., is correct for every
consistent modal logic,
Now we shall introduce complete sequential refutation systems for several
modal logics, extending CSC., with specific rules for the modal operator.
Naturally, we should not expect these additional rules for 0 to be so elegant,
uniform and perspicuous as the rules for the truth-functional classical logical
connectives, since the modality is an intensional operator whose behaviour
crucially depends on the particular semantic characterization of the logic
under consideration. That is why, we shall present a sample collection of
concrete refutation systems for logics having suitable semantic characterizations, rather than a general construction. Still, this collection will illustrate
the general idea of sequential refutation systems for modal logics.
For any finite set f of modal formulae we denote Of

= {Orp : rp E f}.

Our basic example will be a refutation system SK., for the minimal
normal logic K.
SK-j is an extension of CSC., with the following axioms and rules:

Axioms:
Of -l for any finite set f.
Rules:
l
M IXK

"

MIX 2 :
K

fo
D..o~Of
-l DD.. were
h
f0
ro,-lor
Ao,oA

f -l rp~ Of -l DD..
or oA,orp'

_1
I

A'
,
f CSC .,;
£..l.o
IS an aXIOm 0
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THEOREM 2.2. SK., is L-complete for K.
PROOF. Again the crucial fact used in the proof is that K is sound and
complete with respect to all finite irreflexive intransitive trees (K-trees).
Correctness is easier, as usual. All axioms are refutable in a trivial Ktree, since every Of is satisfiable in such a tree. If (of; O~) is refutable
in K, then it is refutable at the root of some K -tree. We can amend the
valuation at that root so that (fo; ~o) is refutable there, without affecting
the valuation of Of and O~, thus refuting (fo, Of; ~o, O~). Hence M1Xk
is correct. As for M1Xk, assume that (Of; O~) is refuted at the root of
the K-tree (x; T 1 , .•. , Tk) and (f; {<p}) is refuted at the root of a K-tree T.
Then (Of; O~, o<p) is refuted at the root of the K-tree (x; Tb"" Tk, T).
Now, completeness. Let (f;~) be refutable in K and lCf,~) be the
least length of a K-tree at the root of which Cf;~) is refuted under some
valuation. We shall prove that f -l ~ is refuted in SK., by induction on
l(f, ~).
An atom of Cf; ~) is any propositional variable or a formula of the type
00, which occurs in a formula from f U ~, not in the scope of o. Thus,
every formula form f U ~ is built from atoms, without using o.
Let T = (x; Tb"" Tk) be a K-tree oflength l(f, ~), at the root x of
which (f;~) is refuted under a certain valuation V. Let PI, .. . ,Pm, 0<pI, .
. . . , 0<pn be the different atoms of (f;~) which are true at x under V, and
qb' .. , qr, O"pl,' .. , o"ps be those different atoms of (f;~) which are false
there. Then it is enough to infer

since f -i ~ follows from (**) in ese., due to the completeness of the
latter. Indeed, substituting the occurrences of O<pt, ... , 0<pn, O"pb ... , 01/;s
in ef, ~) by corresponding different variables Xb' .. , Xn , Yb ... ,Ys, distinct
from Pt, ... , Pm, qI, ... ,qr, we obtain a sequent (f', ~f) refuted by the valuation V' which makes PI, ... ,Pm, Xl,··., Xn true and qI,···, qr, YI,···, Ys
false. Then, by the proof of Theorem 2.1, there is an inference of f',Pb'
... ,Pm, XI, ... , Xn -i ~/, qI, ... , qn Yt, ... , Ys, and therefore of f' -i ~' in
ese.,. At that, the only axiom involved in the inference of f' -l ~' is
{PI,· .. ,Pm,XI, ... ,xn } -l {qI, ... ,qnYt, ... ,ys}. Now, substituting in that
inference 0<pI, ... , 0<pn, 0"pI, ... , O"ps for Xl, ... , Xn , Yt, ... ,Ys respectively
we obtain an inference of f -l ~.
Clearly, {PI, ... ,Pm} n {qb ... , qr} 0, hence

e1 )

{PI, ... , Pm} -l {qll ... , qr}
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is an axiom of CSC-j. Also

is an axiom of SK+
Now, if l(r,.6.) = 0, then (r; Ll) is refuted in a trivial K-tree and (**)
must be of the kind

which is immediately inferred from (1) and (2) applying M I XkLet l(r, Ll) > O. Then each of the sequents

is refuted at the root of some immediate subtree Tj; ofT, of length l(r, Ll)-l.
Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis,

(3)

{<pl, ... , <Pn}

-j

1, ... ,8,

{'1Pi}, i

are inferred in SK-j.
Starting with (2) and applying MIXi with (3) for i = 1, ... ,8 we successively obtain

(4)
{0<pl, ... ,0<pn}

-j

{O"pt, ... ,o"ps}'

Now, it remains to apply MIXi< to (1) and (4):
{Pl, ... ,Pm} -j

{ql, ... ,qr}, {0<pt, ... ,0<pn}

{Pl, ... , Pm,

°<PI , •.• , 0<pn}

-j

{O"p}, ... ,o"ps}
{q}, ... , qr, O"pl, ... , O"ps}
-j

•

and thus (**) is inferred and the proof is completed.

Appropriate simplifications of the above argument prove the following
results:
THEOREM

2.3.

1) The extension of CSC-j with the axiom schema
ra, or

where ra

-j

-j

Ll a,

Lla is an axiom of CSC-jJ is L-complete for K

+ 01-.
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2) The extension of CSC., with the rule
rl,r-1~b~
rbor-1~},o~

is L-complete for K

+ p +-+ Op.

3) The extension of CSC., with the rule

ro -1 ~o, r -1 ~
ro, or -1 ~o, o~

°

where r -1

~o

is an axiom of CSC." is L-complete for K

+Op +-+ Op.

4) The previous system, extended with the axiom schema

is L-complete for K

+ Op ----;. Op.

•

We finish this section with a sequential refutation system SKW., for the
logic KW of provability in PA. SKW., is an extension of CSC., with:

Axioms: the axioms of SK."

or -1

for any finite set

r.

Rules:

MIXKl:
where ro -1

~o

ro -1 ~o, or -1 o~
fo, Of ""l 2\0,02\
is an axiom of CSC."

or
THEOREM

2.4.

r, or -1
oZi, 01jJ

-j o~,

Of

""l

p

SKW., is L-complete for KW.

PROOF. A slight modification of the proof of Th.2.2, accordingly using
the semantic characterization of KW with the class of KW-trees. The only
changes are that we replace the sequents (3) by

(3')

{<Pl"",<Pn,0<Pl, .. . ,0<pn} -1 {'I/1i}, i

= 1, ... ,s,

and then starting from {o<p}, ... , 0<pn} -j and applying successively MIXKW
with (3'), for '1/1 being '1/11, •.• , '1/15' we obtain (4).
•
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3.

Concluding remarks

As Lukasiewicz points out, a reason for the inequality between logical acceptance and rejection is that, while only universally valid arguments are
accepted (inferred) in a logical theory, not only universally false ones are rejected, but all which are not universally valid. Thus, in any particular case
of logical reasoning, the accepted argument yields a true statement, while
nothing such can be said in general about a rejected arguments and therefore
the latter are useless as logical schemata.
Besides this philosophically motivated reason, there are even more serious technical reasons which make the rejected arguments unhandy. It is
often the case that a certain theory is recursively axiomatizable but not
decidable, hence the set of its rejected statements is not recursively enumerable and thus not capturable by any practically reasonable deductive system.
Moreover, even in the case when the theory is decidable, but has no suitable enough semantic characterization (say, has no finite model property) it
may be extremely difficult to find a decent refutation system for it. So, the
tradition in the modern formal logic, the valid statements to be produced
syntactically while the refutable ones to be distinguished semantically by
refuting models, is not accidental.
On the other hand, there are serious arguments in favour of refutation
systems. Let us remind that refutation systems employing the rule modus
tollens are actually combined deductive systems for both operators of provability (acceptance) and refutability (rejection) in the same theory, Once
we have tolerated such systems, it is natural to admit in them not only
(combined) refutation rules, but also combined "acceptance" rules of the
kind:
f- <'ob"" f- <'ok, -1 'tPt, ... , -1 'lj;n
f-<p

Such deductive systems have a greater potential efficiency than the orthodox
ones, since they can employ on a syntactical level self-reference to some of
their meta-features, which are beyond the expressive abilities of the traditional systems. Trivial examples are:

consistency, expressed by the axiom -1 .1 or by the rule of inference
f-<,O,

-1

.<,0'

completeness, expressed by the naturaL deduction-like rules
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and
A more specific example is the disjunction property, mentioned in the introduction, which holds for the intuitionistic logic and some of its extensions.
It cannot be expressed as an ordinary rule of iuference, but can be expressed
as a refutation rule:

The last example comes from the non-monotonic logics. The default rule

a(x): Mf31(X), ... ,Mf3n(x)
I'(x)
can be formalized as a combined rule
f- a(x),., <>f31(X), ... ," <>f3n(x)

I'(x)
Another merit of combined deductive systems is that (when L-complete)
they render a decision procedure, at that purely syntactical, which might not
be achieved by other conventional means. For discussion and results on this
topic see [14].
Finally, it seems that combined deductive systems could shed a new light
on the problem of "negation by failure" in logic programming and on the
theory of automated deduction in general.
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